GETTECH BOOTCAMPS PROVIDE ORGANISATIONS AND THEIR PEOPLE WITH THE SKILLS NEEDED TO RAPIDLY BRIDGE THE DIGITAL DIVIDE.

GETTECH MEETS THE TECH TRAINING NEEDS OF YOUR WHOLE ORGANISATION.

INITIAL SKILLING
Creating digital awareness and understanding, helping that helps to build confidence and provide a solid foundation for further development.

Aimed at early-career talent such as Juniors, Apprentices, Graduate Trainees and Junior Consultants.

CROSS SKILLING
Programmes designed to bridge the gap between business and tech, particularly for those working in tech and digital areas for the first time.

Aimed at existing talent. Typical roles include; Sales, Marketing, Project Managers and Operations.
GETTECH OFFERS THREE OPTIONS: IMMERSIVE, BASIC AND CUSTOMISED

**GETTECH - IMMERSIVE BOOTCAMP - 5 DAYS**
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
PRICE £2,275

RRP £3,500

A 5-day immersive Bootcamp covering the key technologies that non-tech colleagues need to understand.

**GETTECH - BASIC BOOTCAMP - 3 DAYS**
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
PRICE £1,575

RRP £2,100

A basic 3-day bootcamp providing a core understanding of key technology.

**GETTECH CUSTOMISED PROGRAMME**

PRICE ON APPLICATION

A customisable programme allowing you to build in options to meet your organisation's specific technology training needs.

---

**IMMERSIVE BOOTCAMP**

**DAY 1**
Digital Transformation Simulation

**DAY 2**
Lean Start-up and Design Thinking

**DAY 3**
Data Driven Decision Making

**DAY 4**
Hands On Learn to Code

**DAY 5**
Hands On Cloud Experience

**BASIC BOOTCAMP**

**CUSTOMISATION OPTIONS**

For organisations wishing to customise the GetTech programme to align with specific technologies or methodologies, clients can request a quotation for alternative and bespoke content. This could include:

**AGILE**
- Focus on specific Agile methodologies such as SAFe or Scrum

**BUSINESS ANALYSIS**
- Introduction to Business Analysis skills and techniques

**CLOUD**
- Specific focus on one of the cloud vendors

**CODING**
- Amendment to include a specific programming language

**CYBER**
- Cyber Security – An Introduction

**DEVOPS**
- Hands on introduction to DevOps tooling

**DATA**
- Power BI for Desktop
- Microsoft Azure Data Fundamentals

**DESIGN THINKING**
- Design Thinking Workshop

**DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION**
- Building a Digital Culture
- Defining Digital Strategy
- High Performing Digital Teams
- Leading the Digital Transformation

**LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT GETTECH?**

If you are an existing customer, please speak to your QA Account Manager or alternatively, for more information and to request a call to discuss your requirements please visit: qa.com/gettech